tral displays of information. On the contrary, their knowledge structure is
imbued with ideological power constructs. How do we as individuals consequently position ourselves within this cartographic maze? The projects presented below employ mapping on multiple levels, yet always from a perspective that is grounded and critical. Utilizing strategies taken from
connective aesthetics and tactical media, we are confronted with a practice
that deconstructs the cartographic hegemony it is critiquing, while simultaneously proposing alternatives to it.

Utopia Travel
David Rych and Emanuel Danesch
Utopia Travel is a collaborative project by Austrian artists David Rych and
Emanuel Danesch. Its basis is the transport of a video collection from Cairo
to Vienna. The video archive was shown in a taxi as a mobile video installation on a three-and-a-half-month tour through Cairo, Beirut, Istanbul,
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[Art Projects by David Rych and Emanuel
Danesch, Mumbai Streaming Attack,
Eastwood, Zhang Ga, and CCC]
Mapping is hot. Developments in information and communication technologies, means of travel and transport, and the steady pace of increased globalisation seem to have rendered our world smaller and smaller. An effect of
this psychological reduction in size of our globe is a sense that we need to
fully grasp and control the world we figuratively cup in our hand. Maps of
all kinds and data-visualization techniques are excellent tools for this. Yet
traditional cartography has already shown that maps are anything but neuEMANUEL DANESCH
and DAVID RYCH
• Utopia Travel •

Sofia, Belgrade, Sarajevo, Zagreb, Ljubljana, Graz and Vienna. The archive
contained pre-selected video material produced by artists and film directors
originating from, and in most cases living in, different countries on the route.
The method of presentation created space for discussion on such issues as
the complexity of individual societies and the construction of political territories. The presentations took place to a large extent in public space, while
also “docking” at various institutions for art and culture. The project was
understood to be a temporary, noninstitutional platform focusing on the
translation and transmissibility of local cultural codes as different aspects of
interrelated history.
David Rych: “With such a demanding route to traverse (from Cairo to
Vienna), we were highly aware of our privileged position to be able to cross
borders. They will inevitably remain barriers for the majority of the population of the countries we traveled through. The unrestrained right to cross
borders is a common utopian idea, even more so in countries of transition.
Political/economical borders and cultural and social gaps have nowadays
replaced the precolonial horizon towards the vast unknown.”
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Emanuel Danesch: “We tried to avoid a curatorial process from our side. It
seems practically impossible to avoid problems of stigmatization and stereotypes, and we discussed alternatives to the notion of our own Eurocentric
perspective. This resulted in our asking local curators, filmmakers, artists –
basically everyone we could think of throughout our networks in the respective countries – to choose videos and films that were concerned with the
topic of ‘cultural identity’ – whatever that might mean. It was important for
us to have a multiplicity of layers in the processes of setting up an archive
and deciding which works represented a ‘cultural, social or political identity.’”

TRAMJAM
Mumbai Streaming Attack
Rotterdam has a rhythm of its own, and every district has its own sound. In
rush hour the trams travel back and forth between the different districts;
traffic sounds build and trace a track of noise through the city. TRAMJAM
rides along on this rhythm and mixes the tram sounds into a musical unity.
The tram lines that run between the different districts are used to map the
rich diversity of sounds. On every tram route, artists collect sound and music
fragments. Together they orchestrate the tram network into a metropolitan
symphony, which can be listened to online and on the radio.
People work together in teams in workshops and performances organized
for TRAMJAM. Using the special Pure Data software environment, participants learn to process sounds and play them live. The “driver” for each team
rides through Rotterdam on one of the nine tram lines. On the way the “drivers” collect environmental sounds, such as the stamping of tickets and the
repetitious screeching of the tracks. These sounds are processed and directly uploaded via a wireless network to the TRAMJAM online mixing lab,
where “jammers” mix fragments into songs.
Passersby and tram passengers can jam along with this musical soundtrack.
It is possible to send text and voice messages by mobile telephone to the
central “mixing station.” In addition, the final sound pieces can be listened
to right in the tram, on a portable radio. Thus atop Rotterdam’s public transport network TRAMJAM lays an open sound system that unlocks the city’s
social and cultural diversity in a musical sound map.

DR: “The changing audience in the different countries along the way was
predominantly interested in what was going on across the border, especially where the exchange of information is regulated by political channels
(Israel/Lebanon). Some of the films touch on very sensitive areas where there
is no one official truth, just different angles of interpretation. In some cases,
the tapes had to be ‘smuggled,’ as their contents could have caused severe
problems. But interrelated historical concern was not only to be found in
neighboring states. For example, we noticed a mutual interest in Beirut in
films from Sarajevo and vice versa. Precisely these investigations into the
transmissibility of locatable codes represent the core of our efforts.”

MUMBAI STREAMING
ATTACK
• TRAMJAM •
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Civilization IV – Age of Empire
Eastwood
Civilization IV: Age of Empire is a network project of the Eastwood Real Time
Strategy Group, in which free movement of and control over information and
capital are investigated by means of a simulation. The structures of our
information society are elucidated using the well-known game engine
Civilization III as a basis. Civilization IV clearly shows how the contemporary
IT apparatus works, including the role of the pharmaceutical industry, the
Internet economy, corporate espionage, surveillance mechanisms, the porn
industry, terrorism, governments and disruptive factors.

ZHANG GA
• Peoples' Portrait •

Peoples’ Portrait
Zhang Ga
EASTWOOD
Civilization
IV •
•

Peoples’ Portrait utilizes the Internet as the underlying mechanism for creating a global portrait of people rendered in real time and displayed instantly and simultaneously throughout global nodes. Five photo-capturing kiosks
are set up around the world in conjunction with public video walls and
large-scale projections, in Times Square in New York City; the Central
Business District of Singapore; Rotterdam’s Central Library; the QUT cultural center in Brisbane, Australia; and the Ars Electronica Center in Linz,
Austria. Each kiosk has a camera that passersby can use to take snapshots.
These snapshots are then transmitted via the Internet to an image database
on a central server. Every few seconds, the video walls in the different locations retrieve the people’s portraits from the server and display them, first
in time-stamped order, then randomly from the archive.
Because of the simultaneity and instantaneity of the network, those
just-taken portraits from various locales are shown immediately and sometimes juxtaposed in subtle zooming transitions. For example, as a viewer in
New York City is watching a picture of him- or herself being displayed,
someone else’s portrait from Singapore follows; as a viewer in Brisbane sees
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a portrait from New York, one from Rotterdam takes over in seconds. Time
and space collapse in these transcendent moments.
The fact that the display of the portraits is rendered on colossal video
walls in public spaces and on important museum websites not only viscerally empowers ordinary people from all walks of life but also symbolically connects men and women of different races and cultures. Here, interactivity lies
not in the playfulness of a game console but in the global repercussions triggered by the simple click of a button, which evokes a solemn moment of elevation of subjectivity hitherto unimaginable.
As part of the artist’s continued search for a visual language and cultural metaphor in the age of Internet and globalization, this project investigates the aesthetics of portraiture in the context of speed and scale. How
does a public, fluctuating environment alter our notion of portraiture as the
depiction of a fixed moment in a private arena? How does the “drawing out
of a personality” magnified to such a scale affect the very nature of portraiture? How does the work of art in the age of the Internet regain an aura that
has faded owing to mechanical reproducability? And how do data bytes and
transmission speeds function as substitutes for brush and paint to realize a
pictorial space?

ZHANG GA
• Peoples' Portrait •
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CCC: Cartographic Command Centre
Marc Tuters and the Mobile Digital Commons Network, in collaboration with RIXC, the Locative Media Lab, Projekt Atol
PACT SYSTEMS, Ellipse, and the Ljudmila Digital Media Lab.
Traditionally, the mapping of territory has been a form of visual knowledge
generated by the military, but web-cartography applications have started to

open up the practice of mapping for individuals. The Cartographic Command
Centre is a forward command post that draws together a set of ideas on military conversion, locative media, and radio ecology in order to plot a map of
the new networked data space surrounding us using public visualization and
acoustic interfaces. The installation incorporates public participatory projects, such as FRIDA V. (Luka Frelih) and Bio Mapping (Christian Nold), creating geo-located data encoded to local maps of the city of Rotterdam,
which people can navigate and annotate.
The Cartographic Command Centre consists of a space with three display areas, each presenting different locative media projects and free GIS

applications such as GPD3D, path tracking, and GPS satellite
monitor/WorldView. In the center of the room stands a movable terminal
(with orientation tracking) that allows visitors to access and navigate a particular “window.” The mock military-style command-and-control center
engages people in a technically stimulating environment to discover “locative space,” depicting the relationship between the wireless mapping technologies on offer and issues of surveillance and control.
The data used for the web-cartography applications of the installation
stem from different sources. Christian Nold’s Bio Mapping system, for example, allows people to measure their Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), a simple
indicator of emotional arousal, in conjunction with their geographical location. By sharing this information, the system can construct maps that visualize where a community feels stressed and excited. Frida V, on the other
hand, is a bicycle equipped for the efficient exploration and mapping of public urban spaces. It carries a small computer, a GPS positioning device, an
802.11 wireless network transceiver and a basic audiovisual recording unit,
creating location-tagged media through the streets of Rotterdam.
In the related Tactical Urban Map Hack workshop, the artists work
together with the public to create open urban cartographic systems. The
emergent and real-time data, integrating the content delivered by the workshop participants, will be consolidated in an online digital map that will be
displayed live within the Cartographic Command Center.
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